
#Rent #roof #space #for #solar #panels

Texas Solar Power Company – Renewable Energy, rent roof space for solar panels. Plans from Top Insurers Select Best Car Insurance. We specialise in finding short term, december 31 2019. We offer discounts on multiple cars, you can see how much repairs are expected to cost.
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Texas Solar Power Company (TXSPC) is a leading solar integrator with more than 450 completed projects all over the world, totaling over 15 Megawatts and ranging from several Kilowatts to several Megawatts. Texas Solar Power Company specializes in the design, sales and installation of solar electric equipment for residential, commercial, institutional and government customers. We employ a team of engineers, electricians, and NABCEP certified solar installers and sales professionals, which allows us to provide customers with a single point source for turn-key photovoltaic systems. For more than 17 years, Texas Solar Power Company has been providing clean, renewable power to its customers along with the highest quality of service and support. Give us a call today at 512-459-9494.

TXSPC has completed a 4MW array at White Sands Missle Range in New Mexico. The system includes 15,500 panels on hundreds of trackers. The project is expected to provide annual savings of $930,000 and supply approximately 10% of the installation’s electricity requirements. Click here for the full story.

Here is a video of solar array. Here is a timelapse video of our team installing panels on a tracker.

TXSPC completed two grid-tied systems at Pickle Research Campus building: a ground-mounted array of solar panels in a field south of the Microelectronics & Engineering Research Center building and a carport west of the Bureau of Economic Geology Administration building. A monitoring system will track the energy generated at each installation.

77 unit carport structure at Camp Mabry in Austin, Texas. The project was partially funded by a grant offered through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and administered by the Texas State Energy Conservation Office (SECO). Soldiers, staff and visitors to the military installation now have protection from the sun while also benefiting from the clean, renewable energy it generates!
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Seabox (Georgia), 240W SolarWorld Panels and 4 SMA 250kW inverters

**136kW Roof Mount Thin Film**

TXSPC glued down 946 solar laminate panels directly onto the 21,995 square foot roof at the Austin Water Utility's Glen Bell Service Center. This revolutionary thin film solar product can be used instead of traditional modules that are rack-mounted. The 136-kW system, Austin's largest roof top installation, will produce approximately **167,605 kWh annually**, enough power for 17 average-sized homes in Austin for an entire year.
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**EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson and local officials look at recent TXSPC solar installation at St. Philips College in San Antonio**

Texas’ State Energy Conservation Office (SECO) is promoting 3 of Texas Solar Power Company's large-scale government projects as “success stories” for how American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds were used to support the installation of solar. Look for the completion of more projects in the next few months!